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used it in the non-technical sense and meant the low paid members of the services. I did not use it as a technical term. Our services are divided into all-India, p/ovincial and subordinate services. The subordinate services include a large number of officers who are fairly highly paid. I do not for one minute wish to suggest that among the members holding responsible posts in the subordinate services corruption was general. I should like that misunderstanding cleared away.
ISO. Does it come to this that among the low paid staff of the service corruption is most rife ?—The complaints are to that effect.
181.	Is it not on account of the fact that they are
low paid "or is it on account of the fact that they are
in a power to give undue benefit to the man who
offers the price ?—I should say a combination of all
these factors.
182,	Sir Arthur Froom :   With regard to diarchy,
you said that it worked with smoothness and without
friction owing to the reasonableness of the gentlemen
forming the  Government,  the members of council
and the ministers.
The Chairman : And the general attitude of the members of the legislative council and the public ?— Yes.
187. Captain Sikandar Hay at Khan : Can you tell us whether the ministers acted on the principle of joint responsibility during your experience of the council ?—I am not aware of it personally. I am not aware whether there was a private arrangement or there was not a private arrangement of that kind.
. APPENDIX. (Vide Dewan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath's remark
below question 72 (p. 64).) To,
His Excellency the Governor, Pvunjab.
We the undersigned members of the Legislative Council approach Your Excellency to point out certain defects in the working of certain transferred Departments — defects which have come into prominence since the introduction of the Reforms Scheme, and respectfully suggest certain remedies which, we hope will receive proper consideration by Your Excellency.
2. The memorable declaration in Parliament of 20th August, 1917, and subsequent announcements by His Majesty the King-Emperor, lay down the policy of gradual development of self-governing Institutions in India, with a view to the progressive realisation of responsible Government. Self-governing Institution's mean representative institutions. Government through them is Government through representatives chosen by the people and responsible to them. This system of Government should not be allowed to degenerate into one causing communal rivalry or hatred, by giving undue advantage to a community in majority over communities in minority. To guard against this evil His Majesty, in the instructions issued to Governors, thought it fit to commit to their care the interests of minorities. (Para* (7) (2) of the
The heterogeneous nature of the Indian population is a well known fact, and has necessitated the tentative introduction of communal representation which the report; on Constitutional Reforms describes as " op-
a-
3. The Sikhs and Hindus form separately Very jmportamt .minorities, both in the population and £ toe Council ; and there is grave danger that a minister S2™Flfl * ^J?1^ which co*sists mainly if not solely of Muhammedans, may launch on an administrative policy, prejudicial to the interests of the
SSSS*^' \ ?°fey W]*ch CMmot inf use in*> the people such habits of political .action and respect "for such conventions as will best and soonelffit
 " them for self-Government." (Preamble to His Majesty's Instructions.)
We have every confidence in the assurances given by the Parliament and by His Majesty that responsible Government will be fully developed in India at no distant date. The demand for rapid advancement towards the goal is spreading and may before long become irresistible. Hesitancy in changing the trend of administration which is now proceeding on wrong lines, and is aggravating or perpetuating class divisions, may lead to serious consequences.
The working of mutually adverse forces leads to rupture or breakage of particles in the physical world, and the result under similar conditions in the social or political world is analogous. The desire for self-Government on the one hand, and fresh obstacles in the way of harmony between different communities, may lead to revolution and anarchy. It would be the height of unwisdom to do nothing to check a policy which carries the idea of class divisions to unreasonable lengths. The realisation of this truth led His Majesty to enjoin on your Excellency the desirability, nay, the necessity, of creating right habits of political action. It would be a travesty of Representative Government if a minister supported in the Council by a majority consisting mainly of one community frames a policy prejudicial to the interests of minorities.
5.	There   are  certain   orders   of  the   Honourable
Minister for Education which have created serious
discontent   among   non-Muslim   communities.    We
enumerate some of them below :—
1.	The order introducing communal representation
in admissions to Medical College and Government College, in place of the former rule which regulated admission solely on merit.
2.	The orders dispensing with the services of non-
Muslim temporary Assistant Surgeons, without regard even' to the Military Services of some of them.
3.	Orders   as   to   appointments,   permanent   and
officiating, in the Education Department.
6.	Medical College is an institution which prepares
young men for the medical profession.    To those who
pass there is no guarantee of Government appoint
ments*   Government College is an institution  for
liberal education.    Its alumni may take up govern
ment service, any of the liberal professions, or may
take to trade, or any business in life.    Admission to
this college is sought by young men belonging to
respectable families who do not care to go to denom
inational colleges.   The  Indian people are on  the
road to responsible self-Government;   the old tradi
tions of a patriarchal system of Government should
change.;   in any case, it is a mistake to carry class
divisions to unreasonable lengths, and to introduce
them for admission to colleges in which the char
acter of coming generations is to be formed.    Habits
of concerted action are not likely to be created in
young men who,  at the  very threshold' of  their
University career, learn lessons of class division and
consequent class rivalry  and   hatred.    Does  Your
Excellency think that Your Excellency's Government
will be acting up to the letter and spirit of His
Majesty's Instructions if these orders are allowed to
stand ?    We hope that Your Excellency will agree
with us that this is not the way in which young men
should be brought up from whom political action as
" will best and soonest fit them for self-Government "
• is to be expected. Whether there is any justification or not for fixing percentages on a communal basis, for recruitment in public services, we strongly protest against allowing the rule of communal proportions to govern the admission of young men to educational institutions. We therefore earnestly request, that this order of the Honourable Minister, which carried the questionable principle of communal divisions to absurd lengths, and which violates flagrantly the letter and spirit of His Majesty's Instructions, for the faithful carrying out of which Your Excellency alone is responsible, should be cancelled forthwith., A reference to para. « of the report

